# 122

- Merle Anderson

Thank you, Carl Zeiss
30.5"W X 46"L
Designed using the methods in Artful Log Cabin
Quilts by Katie Pasquini Masopust. My source
image was an electron micrograph of crystals
from the Carl Zeiss Company’s 1976 promotional
calendar. After seeing the calendar in the office
of a teaching assistant, I had written to the Zeiss
Company asking if I could buy one. They sent me
one for free. Hence the title. The quilting was
done on a sit-down longarm. In spite of the way it
looks in the photo, the bottom is square. :-)

1st

# 101

- Melinda Rushing

I Dissent!
34"W x 54"L
I Dissent! was made to honor Ruth
Bader Ginsberg, a personal hero of
mine. Disagreeing does not
necessarily make you disagreeable.
When RBG was a young girl, lots of
people told her she didn’t have what
it took to do the things she wanted to
do, but she disagreed -- and she
proved them wrong. She spent her
entire life¬ fighting inequality. She
definitely "had what it took!"

2nd

# 120

- Judy Weathers

By the Light of the Silvery Moon
41"W x 41"L
I was inspired by Amy Pabst's book
"Log Cabin: The 100,000 Piece
Project. It was a full moon night and I
thought it would be interesting to
quilt the moon into a quilt. I machine
pieced 3" blocks of blue for the night
sky and silver/gray for the moon,
then hand quilted my project.

3rd

# 126

- Deborah Jones

The One Warm Spark
41.5"W x 41.5"L
Having been gifted a copy of Log Cabin
with A Twist by Barbara T. Kaempfer and
being in possession of two bags full of
scrappy 1.5” strips, I was all set for this
paper-pieced project that fit perfectly
with this Cabin Fever challenge. It just
so happened that the four
predominantly red blocks met on my
design wall, calling to mind a favorite
line from Herman Melville’s “Moby
Dick, chapter 11: “…the one warm spark
in the heart of an arctic crystal”.

# 128
- Margaret Williams
Lincoln Logs
40"W x 32"L
Abraham Lincoln was born to a
poor family in a rural Kentucky
log cabin, yet became the 16th
President of the United States.
He guided the country through
a civil war and brought slavery
to an end. With a combination
of 4" and 8" log cabin blocks,
this quilt contains 56 blocks,
which is the same as the
number of years that Lincoln
lived.

# 102

- Robin Meyer

Around My Block
42"W x 52"L

I had a collection of strips left
over from another quilt and
they looked so good together - I
just couldn't put them in with
the rest of the scraps. So, I tried
another version of a quilt I
made previously with wonky
quarter log cabin blocks that
look to be floating in space. It's
machine pieced and quilted
with straight lines that mimic
the lines of the blocks. I already
have ideas for the next one!

# 103

- Beth Brady

Log Cabin Garden Sampler
35"W x 44" L
I chose a very simple log cabin
pattern and some bright polka dot
fabrics for a background to this
sampler of flowers, leaves, and a
bird and butterfly too.

# 104

- Meridith Mask

“Pande-monium”
39"W x 49"L
My brightly colored improv log cabins
were inspired by a Pinterest quilt made
by Pasqualina Barazza. The daisy
“frame” and the matchstick border
brought a bit of whimsy to the quilt,
made entirely from scraps and fabric
on hand. After weeks in lockdown due
to the pandemic and the curtailment of
most activities, it was good to make
something to lift my spirits and this
quilt certainly did that. The variegated
thread quilting radiates from the
center, like the sun. Its home will be
the grandkids’ playroom.

# 105

- Marian Cunningham

Round and Round We Go
36"W x 41"L

Covid19 keeps coming around and
each time is different. At first there was
a stark divide between us and the
virus. As we have learned more we
have developed ways to cope even as
it makes itself a permanent part of our
lives.

# 106

- Daisy Mendelsohn

Daisy Diamonds
39.5"W x 39.5"L
I recently moved into the first home I
have ever owned. It has a handsome
fireplace in the living room area and
raised ceilings. It seemed to need a
quilt over the fireplace to harmonize
with the colors in the room. I had a
stash of soft purple prints asking for
inclusion. The challenge became the
perfect inspiration. I discovered a log
cabin variation which, though intricate,
seemed just right. I was surprised that
those tiny diamonds would appear like
daisies once the quilt was
completed. Quilting is by our guild’s
Kathy Nesler.

# 107

- Mary Maynard

Dreaming of Freedom
36"W x 51"L
This quilt is based on Jacob
Lawrence's painting #57 of his
Migration Series and has blocks from
the Underground Railroad Pattern in
the background. It was made for a
Juneteenth Quilt Exhibit, but also fit
this challenge. I imagine the women
dreaming of Freedom while washing
the clothes. It is pieced, fused
applique, and machine quilted by
Brenda Shelby.

# 108

- Bonnie Davidson

Butterflies in my Window
46"W x 46"L
I took a watercolor class in 2008 called
Butterflies in My Window. It was a
class to teach us how to use different
methods to order fabrics from light to
dark to create a light source. While I
finished piecing the quilt top at home,
the next step was to cut out and add
butterflies to the top. Not knowing how
to add them, this quilt top languished
as a UFO until I recently discovered it
when we moved. I ended up using
Steam a Seam II Light and quilted it on
my long arm.

# 109

- Leigh Ann Kloefcorn

Tetris
30"W x 32"L
This quilt was inspired by a Cindy Grisdela
workshop in which I participated early in
2021. It is improvisational work (no fixed
pattern) in small log cabin variations. Can
you spot the quarter log cabin, courthouse
steps, and housetop blocks? It was
enjoyable to make blocks without a plan,
then piece them together like a puzzle.
The finished edge is faced, not bound. It is
entirely made from fabric in my stash,
including the backing, which was a skirt in
a former life (sewn by my daughter). Final
destination for this quilt will be the wall of
my granddaughter’s room.

# 110

- Carolyn Powers

Garden Square Dance
49"W x 49"L
This was inspired by a picture of a
quilt I saw on Facebook using all Kaffe
Fasset fabrics. I had lots of colorful
floral prints, so I thought maybe I
could make a floral garden of brights
surrounded by a variety of greens to
cool it down. To emphasize the idea
of a garden I appliqued leaves and
berries on the green border. I think
the colors dance.

# 111

- Carole Lubbers

Pretty Flowers, Pretty Logs
36"W x 36"L
Many years ago I made some paper
pieced flowers and then did not know
what to do with them. This log cabin
challenge was just the thing to
use. Made me happy to use these
blocks.

# 112

- Nancy Hutchison

Cabin in the Snow
37"W x48"L
Cabin in the snow was named for the snow in
the Atlanta area on the day it was completed. I
hoped to photograph the quilt in the snow, but
not enough accumulation to have the effect I
was hoping for. The quilt is an improv log
cabin constructed of columns pieced of
smaller scraps, and will be a donation for
DFACS. I enjoy recalling the quilts that these
bits came from and giving them more
opportunities to be loved.

# 113

- Stella Lang

Ring Around the Rosie
42"W x 42"L
I made this wonky log cabin quilt from
scraps. The name of the quilt refers to
the (abstract) appearance of roses
surrounded by black and white strips. A
weird story about the nursery rhyme
that gives the quilt its name is that the
song originated during the 17th
century in England, during the time of
the Black Plague. Most historians do
not believe this story, but I think it is an
interesting connection to the times we
live in today.

# 114

- Sally Joerger

Cabin Waves
39"W x 47.5"L

This log cabin block has uneven strip
widths as well as a slightly atypical strip
arrangement that produces a feeling of
waves. I chose blues for the colors to
heighten that sense.

# 115

- Glenda Jones

Not Everything is Black and White
51"W X51"L

I saw a black and white quilt several
years ago that I thought was nice but
needed some color pop. I decided to
try a small version of the design in my
head. During the making of this I
realized I just cannot do black and
white.

# 116

- Fran Fister

Day or Night, There’s No Place Like HOME!
36"W x49"L
Following Flavin Glover’s log cabin pattern ‘Row
House’, I made a row with day sky and a row with
night sky. This lead me to my top and bottom
borders using the back-basted needle turn
appliquéd words - “Day or Night, There’s No Place
Like Home!” The traffic on the streets have more
red pickups because that is what I drive - Day or
Night! Being a Certified Home Sticker, I loved this
challenge because log cabin was not only a “first”
but a “favorite”.

# 117

- Linda Bailey

Kaffe Cabin
38"W x38"L
I dug into my Kaffe Fassett stash to pick
fabrics for a very colorful log cabin quilt.
Large florals are combined with small scale
prints and dots. When it was complete, it
wasn't quite large enough, so a border of
prairie points was added with decorative
stitching. The colors make me happy!

# 118
Cabin Fever meets Yipes Stripes

38"W x38"L

After making a quilt inspired by Maria
Shell, I was left with the "reverse"
portion of the squares, and combined
part of them with striped fabric for
this quilt. The result seems to be a
mix of our 2021 and 2022 challenge
themes. This is an original design
inspired by Pinterest explorations.

# 119
Christmas Cabin
55.5"W x 55.5"L
I have long wanted to make a Christmas
quilt, and this seemed the perfect
opportunity. All the fabrics except the
border were in my stash, including the
green and white gingham checks used
for the binding, which were a 36" wide
fabric in my grandmother's
collection. It's hard to see in the
photograph, but there is very dense
quilting. The center motif is marked
from a stencil purchased at a Sue
Nichols ECQG class several years ago.

# 121

- Louise Clynes

Light at the End of the Tunnel
60"W x 60"L
This modern variation of the quarter
log cabin was the perfect pattern to
depict the “light” so many of us were
hoping was the end of the pandemic
“tunnel” during 2021. I used four
values of blue batik, from sky blue to
a blue and black print.The diagonal
quilting treatment evokes rays of
sunlight emanating from the center
and helps to dramatize the three
dimensional nature of the pattern
(quilting done by Kathy Nesler).

# 123

- Jan Kramer

" Is it Nine Patches or Log Cabins?"
39"W x39"L
Have always wanted to make a
quilt with tiny nine patches but
when the challenge was
presented, I decided that the nine
patches would be interesting
mixed with the log cabins.

# 124
Log Cabin with a Twist
58"W x 58"L
I saw this pattern in a quilt shop
while at a retreat in Sisters,
Ore. It really appealed to me so
bought the pattern and made
the quilt all with batiks from my
stash.

# 125

- Peggy Tanger

Mittomonai
44”W x 50”L
This quilt represents the contrasts in perception
and knowledge of Japanese heritage. The panel
portrays performers of Kabuki theater while photo
transfers are images of the Japanese internment.
In February of 1942 FDR signed Executive Order
9066 requiring anyone who was at least 1/16th
Japanese to be evacuated to internment camps
affecting 120,000 people; 2/3rds of whom were
Japanese Americans. Released in late 1944 to
return to homes and businesses that no longer
existed. Fabrics include silks, cottons with Asian
motifs, and commercial samples. Log cabin blocks
represent the homes that were left behind. Based
on a pattern by Cosabeth Parriaud, 2019.

# 127

- Pat Deacon

My Wonky Abode
32"W x 39.5"L
For me, this challenge was to foundation
paper piece for the first time on something I
bought before I knew what it was. It has been
several years since my ONE paper piecing class
project. I chose fabric from my black & white
scraps, which represent a pandemic year of
monotony during the lockdown. The splashes
of color represent the events which broke up
the sameness of every day. The meander quilt
pattern is my hubby's cabin fever; he didn’t
have a sewing room to go to. I could have
stayed locked down for a lot longer!

# 129

- Carla Gracen

Log Cabin Elements
31"W x 33"L
In March, 2021, I came across a pattern
from "theweekendquilter.com", Log
Cabin Study 101. I liked the modern look
of the strips in the pattern. That same
week, I purchased a strip set with
coordinated prints. I found the solid
fabric colors and the gray/black print
outer border in my stash. In early
January 2022, I started to piece the quilt,
and finished the binding just in time to
meet the ECQG quilt challenge deadline.
This quilt was quilted by Diana Quinn
using a circle/crosshatch design. The
cute rabbits and colors made this a joy to
make.

# 130

- Taffy McLaughlin

Parts Department II

33”W x 40”L
All the blocks are leftovers from various quilts
made over the last ten years. Many blocks were
enlarged from their original size for this quilt.
Included are both traditional and wonky log
cabins plus the courthouse steps variation. The
only blocks made completely from scratch for this
quilt are the four pink and yellow half square
triangles on the upper right edge.Try to figure out
the assembly order. Spoiler alert. Stop reading
and see if you can find the last parts. Answer:
two blue and yellow half square triangles.

